
#36238, Rent - Apartment, Belgrade, KNEZ MIHAILOVA

TYPE OF OBJECT SURFACE AREA THE PRICE UTILIZATION

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 130 m² €1,600 CHECK AVAILABILITY

FURNISH CITY CE YES 2 0 1 1 YES NO NO 1

BEDROOMS DAILY ROOMS THE FLOOR

2 1 5

The apartment of exquisit interior, situated in the very center of the city, in the vicinity of pedestrian zone Knez Mihailova Street,

the Republic Square, as well as in immediate vicinity of green surfaces, providing ideal chance for relaxation. Excellent location in

the center of business and social life, with divercity of cultural and historical content at hand reach. The apartment is housed on

the fifth floor of a six story apartment building, with an elevator. Building has an attractive facade and a well maintained

entrance. The apartment has been fully renovated and spreads over two levels. First level is organised as an open space,

consisting of a spacious living room, a dining area and a kitchen, which is visually separated by a counter/bar. On the same level

there is also a bedroom equipped with a capacious wardrobe and a double bed, as well as one bathroom with a jacuzzi bathtub.

Space is abundant with natural light, furnished with interesting furniture pieces, therefore providing maximum comfort, as well

as modern look. From the hallway a staircase leads to the second level, where there is an open space that can be a second

bedroom, work area, space for relaxation or exercise, which has access to a large terrace overlooking the city. On this level there

is another bathroom equipped with a shower cabin. Tastefully and carefully furnished space, suitable for modern people, with

excelletly incorporated details. Beautiful apartment ideal for one person a couple or businessman/woman.
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